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In collaborative scientific 

visualization today, sharing high-

resolution digital media streams 

among groups of collaborators 

at local or remote sites is 

important. Although these 

applications run over high speed 

optical networks, the 

visualization of multiple streams 

simultaneously cause 

performance bottlenecks in the 

local networks. Here we propose 

to implement the media 

composers to compose multiple 

streams for visualization (here 

SAGE-based). This technique 

allows us to stream high quality 

video over the network without 

performance bottlenecks and 

without sacrificing video quality. 

We extend media composers to 

run inside the network to 

optimize network load. A 

scenario with many media 

composers distributed 

throughout the network is 

envisioned. These media 

composers will compose the 

media streams according to the 

receivers’ requirements and the 

load balancing objective 

between the distributed media 

composers. This work is a part 

of a project for developing X10-

based media composer, 

awarded by IBM. The work is 

further supported by HPDMnet.
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Challenges and MotivationABSTRACT

During the 2009 ACM Supercomputing

conference, we joined the HPDMnet demo

(High Performance Digital Media Network), a

research community led test-bed which

provides network connection services for

visualization of high-resolution digital media

streams, currently scaling up to 10 Gb/s per

link. In course of our experiments, we have

found that scaling up to multiple streams and

displays causes performance bottlenecks in

the local network, which leads to media

distortion. To address this challenge, we

propose to implement a media composing

middleware which composes multiple media

streams to a single stream for visualization.

The multiple incoming streams will be

composed before sending to the receiver

(here based on SAGE). By using this media

composing technique, we can stream high

quality video over the network without

performance bottlenecks and without

sacrificing the quality of the video. We then

use the idea of media composition to reduce

the amount of traffic in the middle of the

network and plan to test its benefits.
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SAIL is the library that SAGE applications use 

to communicate with FreeSpace Manager, and 

to stream pixel to SAGE receivers.
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The more the number of applications, 

the more the number of pixel streams. 

This can become a bottleneck !

How Media Composer can reduce traffic in the network?

We can use the media composing

middleware to reduce the amount of

traffic in the network by putting the

composer close to the sending

application servers as much as

possible. Then only one composed

stream will be sent to the receiver.

This can reduce the traffic in the

network without sacrificing the quality

of the video.

Here we show more complex scenario where we put three

media composers distributed throughout the network. The

media composers will compose the streams according to the

receivers’ requirements . For example, Receiver 1 wants to

see only application 1 and 2; Receiver 3 wants to see only

application 3 and 4; and Receiver 2 wants to see all

applications. In addition, we can do load balance between

the media composers.

X10 (http://x10.codehaus.org/)

X10 is a new parallel, distributed object-oriented programming language with Partitioned Global

Address Space (PGAS) being developed at IBM Research in collaboration with academic partners.

As shown above, we intend to develop the X10 media composer using native X10 and existing C

and Java libraries. X10 media composer instances running over multiple application servers will

help us balance application load, and in the next step, we intend to extend X10 media composers

to run inside the network in order to optimize network load and allow for resource optimization in

complex scenarios while not compromising on video quality.
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Performance

Input Codec Size

Stream 1 FMP4, 25 fps 5294 K

Stream 2 FMP4, 25 fps 5294 K

Output Codec Size

0% overlap FMP4, 25 fps 10252 K

25% overlap FMP4, 25 fps 9008 K

50% overlap FMP4, 25 fps 7749 K

75% overlap FMP4, 25 fps 6501 K

The results show that overlap

significantly affect the size of the

output video and even composition

of multiple non-overlapping streams

marginally reduces the total size.

This indicates that we can achieve

significant bandwidth savings when

performing composition in the

middle of the network.


